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Abstract
We study two subgroups of the Picard group Pic(R-gr) of a category of graded modules:
the subgroup gr-Pic(R#PG) of classes of graded equivalences and the subgroup Pic(R#PG)G of
classes of equivalences which commute with the suspensions in Pic(R-gr). We prove that in
general these groups are not the same and show that they are related by an exact sequence of
cohomology. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 16W50; Secondary 16S35; 16S40; 16W20; 16E40
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let G be a group, R a G-graded ring and R-gr the category of graded left R-modules.
For a category C, Pic(C) denotes the Picard group of C. The isomorphism class of an
equivalence F : C! C, will be denoted by [F].
In [4] we described some subgroups of Pic(R-gr), using the key fact that R-gr ’
R#PG-Mod. Thus Pic(R-gr) ’ Pic(R#PG) and, after giving a version of the Rosenberg-
Zelinski sequence for rings with local units, we were able to identify some subgroups of
Pic(R-gr). In this paper we approach the study of Pic(R-gr) from a dierent perspective.
Our main interest is to give a description of the subgroup of Pic(R-gr) determined by
the graded autoequivalences of R-gr.
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Let R and R0 be two G-graded rings. An equivalence F : R-gr ! R0-gr is said to
be graded if it commutes with all the suspension functors (see [6] or [9]). Graded
equivalences were rst introduced in [6] to study graded Artin algebras and have
been extensively studied in [7]. One of the most remarkable properties of a graded
equivalence is that a graded equivalence F : R-gr ! R0-gr induces a Morita equiva-
lence between the truncated subrings R(H) and R0(H), for every subgroup H of G. This
has been used to reduce the study of a graded ring to that of some more tractable
ring [8].
Within Pic(R-gr), the notion of graded equivalence is too strong. Indeed, a self-
equivalence T of R-gr could be isomorphic to the identity functor and yet not graded.
For example, if R is a twisted group ring, then every suspension functor Tg is isomor-
phic to the identity, but it is graded only if g is central [4].
In this paper we show that the subgroup of Pic(R-gr) of isomorphism classes con-
taining a graded equivalence may be properly contained in the centralizer of the group
of isomorphism classes of the suspension functors, i.e. we show that the subgroups of
Pic(R-gr)
gr-Pic(R#PG) = f[F] : F is a graded equivalenceg;
Pic(R#PG)G = f[F] : [F][T ] = [T ][F] for every suspension functor Tg
are not, in general, equal (Example 4.8). However, they are closely related, with the
distance between them controlled by cohomology (Theorem 3.2).
Furthermore, there is another group which is related to gr-Pic(R#PG), namely the
group Picgr(R) of isomorphism classes of invertible graded R-bimodules. The map
−#PG : Picgr(R) ! Pic(R#PG) is a group homomorphism and by [11], Im (−#PG) =
gr-Pic(R# PG). We show that the distance between Pic
gr(R) and gr-Pic(R#PG) is also
controlled by cohomology (Theorem 3.4).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we consider an action  : G !
Aut(A) of a group G on a ring with local units A. This induces a G-action on the
group U of bimodule automorphisms of AAA and also on Pic(A). Let Pic(A)G be the
set of invariants of Pic(A) under this action. We construct a map  : Pic(A)G !
H 2(G;U ) which is \almost" a group homomorphism. In fact,  restricted to Pic(A)G\
PicC(A)(A) is a group homomorphism. Then we show that  ts into an exact sequence
analogous to the rst four terms of the six term exact sequence of [5] which links the
Picard groups of S and R, where the commutative ring S is a Galois extension of the
commutative ring R in the classical sense (Theorem 2.8).
In the remainder of the paper, since our motivating interest is in graded equivalences
and the Picard group of a category of graded modules, the ring A with local units will
in fact be R#PG, where R is graded by a group G and PG is ZGrat , the largest rational
submodule in the dual of the group algebra ZG. However, more general applications are
certainly possible. If H is a coFrobenius Hopf algebra, possibly innite dimensional,
and A is an H-comodule algebra, then A#Hrat is a ring with local units, and the local
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units are sums of orthogonal idempotents, just as in the case of a group algebra. In this
setting, G could be any group of automorphisms of A; in particular G might be G(H),
the grouplikes of H . In the case of the group algebra, which we consider exclusively
from Section 3 on, our seemingly somewhat articial construction of the second group
in the exact sequence, G-Pic(A), turns out to be very natural , being the subgroup
of Pic(R-gr) coming from invertible graded R-bimodules. It would be interesting to
investigate particular situations involving other Hopf algebras.
Thus, in Section 3 we consider a G-graded ring R. There is a natural action  of G on
R#PG and the set of invariants of Pic(R#PG) under this action is precisely Pic(R#PG)G.
Therefore the result from Section 2 applies to this particular case and hence we
have the map  : Pic(R#PG)G ! H 2(G;U ). We rst show that gr-Pic(R#PG) =
Ker . This justies our claim stating that the distance between gr-Pic(R#PG) and
Pic(R#PG)G is controlled by cohomology. The other claim about the distance be-
tween Picgr(R) and gr-Pic(R#PG) is justied in Theorem 3.4 by the fact that the
exact sequence from Theorem 2.8 takes the following form in the graded ring
setting:
1! H 1(G;U ) ’−! Picgr(R) −#PG−! Pic(R#PG)G −! H 2(G;U ):
Here ’ and −#PG are group homomorphisms, but  is not.
Finally, we specialize our results to the particular case of R a strongly graded ring
and examine the four-term exact sequence in this case. Then we consider the case
where R = SG is a skew group ring induced by an action  on a unital ring S. The
action  gives rise to an exact sequence as in Theorem 2.8. We show that this ex-
act sequence is closely related to the one from Theorem 3.4 associated to the graded
ring R.
Our nal section is devoted to examples, nishing with the example proving that
Pic(R#PG)G and gr-Pic(R#PG) are dierent. First, we give some characterizations
of when the isomorphism class of a suspension functor belongs to gr-Pic(R#PG) or
Pic(R#PG)G, and then use this characterization to show that gr-Pic(R#PG) and
Pic(R#PG)G are dierent in general by showing that the map  : Pic(R#PG)G !
H 2(G;U ) is not a group homomorphism in general.
Throughout the paper \ring" means \associative ring" and module means \unitary
module". For any ring A, Z(A) denotes the center of A and, if A has a unit, U(A)
stands for the group of multiplicative units of A. The group of automorphisms of A
is denoted by Aut(A) and the category of unital left A-modules is denoted by A-Mod.
If Q is an A-bimodule, then Aut(AQA) (or AutA(Q)) denotes the group of A-bimodule
automorphisms of Q.
Throughout the paper there will be many maps  :G!Sym(X ) from a group G to
the symmetric group of a set X . In order to keep the notation as simple as possible
we state the following notational conventions: g = (g), gx = g(x) and xg = g−1 (x)
(g 2 G and x 2 X ).
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2. Group actions and the Picard group
Recall that a ring A is said to have local units if for every nite subset F of A there
exists an idempotent e, such that F  eAe [1, 2]. In this section A will denote a ring
with local units.
The ring A can be embedded in the unital ring End(AA) (resp. End(AA)) of endo-
morphisms of AA (resp. AA) via left (resp. right) multiplication. More precisely there
are two ring homomorphisms
 : A ! End(AA);
a 7! a : x 7! ax;
 : A ! End(AA)op;
a 7! a : x 7! xa:
which are injective. We will consider A as embedded both in End(AA) and in End(AA)
via  and .
Let C(A) denote the ring of A-bimodule endomorphisms of A. There is a canonical
map
u : Z(A)! C(A);
z 7! z = z : x 7! zx:
In particular Z(A)C(A) (via any of the previous identications).
By straightforward computations one can check that C(A) = Z(End(AA)) =
Z(End(AA)) and hence, C(A) is commutative.
By [2], Pic(A) = Pic(A-Mod) = f[Q ⊗A −] : Q is an invertible A-bimodule g. For
short, given an invertible A-bimodule Q we set [Q] = [Q ⊗A −].
Given  2 Aut(A) we dene the equivalence T : A-Mod ! A-Mod by T(M) =
−1M (M 2 A-Mod) which is equal to M as an additive group but with product given
by a  m = −1(a)m (a 2 A, m 2 M). T acts on homomorphisms as the identity. The
functor T 0 : Mod-A ! Mod-A (T 0(M) = M
−1
) is dened similarly. It is not dicult
to see that A (resp. A) is an invertible A-bimodule whose inverse is 
−1
A (resp. A
−1
),
and [T] = [ 
−1
A]. Furthermore,  : 
−1
A ! A is an isomorphism of A-bimodules and
hence [T] = [A]. The map T : Aut(A) ! Pic(A) is a group homomorphism whose
kernel consists of the inner automorphisms dened in [4].
For every invertible A-bimodule Q, we have two isomorphisms
lQ : End(AA)! End(QA);
f 7! lQ(f) : q ! f(a)q;
rQ : End(AA)! End(AQ);
f 7! rQ(f) : q ! qf(b):
where q = aqb with a; b 2 A. The maps lQ : End(AA)! End(QA) and rQ : End(AA)!
End(AQ) induce a structure of End(AA)-End(AA)-bimodule on Q. Namely the bimodule
structure is given by
f  q = lQ(f)(q) = f(a)q; q  g = rQ(g)(q) = qg(b);
where f 2 End(AA); g 2 End(AA); a; b 2 A; q = aqb:
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Lemma 2.1. Both lQ and rQ restrict to isomorphisms lQ : C(A) ’ End(AQA), rQ :
C(A) ’ End(AQA).
Proof. Let f 2 C(A), a 2 A and q 2 Q; assume that a 2 eAe and q 2 eQ, with
e = e2 2 A. Then
lQ(f)(aq) = f(e)aq = f(ea)q = f(ae)q = af(e)q = alQ(f)(q):
Thus lQ(C(A))End(AQA). Let f 2 End(AQA). Then there exists  2 End(AA) such
that f = lQ(). Let a; b 2 A and q 2 Q, with a; b 2 eAe, e = e2 2 A. Then
(ab)(q) = (ab)q = (e)abq = f(abq)
= af(bq) = a(e)bq = a(b)q = a(b)(q):
Thus (ab) = a(b) and hence (ab) = a(b). Therefore,  2 End(AAA) = C(A).
The assertion for rQ is proved similarly.
For every invertible A-bimodule Q one denes Q =l−1Q rQ : C(A)! C(A). In other
word, Q is characterized by the following formula:
Q(f)q = qf (for every f 2 C(A) and q 2 Q): (2.2)
It is obvious that if Q and Q0 are two invertible A-bimodules, then Q⊗Q0 = Q Q0
and if Q and Q0 are isomorphic as A-bimodules, then Q = Q0 . Thus one has a group
homomorphism:  = A : Pic(A)! Aut(C(A)) given by [Q] 7! [Q] = Q. The kernel
of  is
PicC(A)(A) = f[Q] : cq = qc; for every c 2 C; q 2 Qg:
For the remainder of this section  : G ! Aut(A) denotes an action of a group G
on A. For every g 2 G let Tg = Tg . Composing  with T , we can consider G acting
on Pic(A). The set of invariants of Pic(A) under this action is denoted by Pic(A)G. In
other words, Pic(A)G is the centralizer of f[Tg] : g 2 Gg in Pic(A).
The action  can be extended to an action on End(AA) as follows: For every f 2
End(AA) and g 2 G we set g(f) = g  f  g−1 . Similarly one extends the action 
to an action on End(AA).
In particular G acts on C(A) = Z(End(AA)) = Z(End(AA)). We use this action to
dene a structure of ZG-bimodule on U = U(C(A)) as in [10, p. 254]. Namely if
z =
P
g2G ngg 2 ZG and u 2 U then
zu =
Y
g2G
ung ; uz =
Y
g2G
(ug)ng :
For every n, we consider the nth Hochschild cohomology group dened by this ac-
tion Hn(G;U ) = Zn(G;U )=Bn(G;U ), where Zn(G;U ) is the group of n-cocycles and
Bn(G;U ) is the group of n-coboundaries.
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Given an automorphism  of U which commutes with the restriction of any g to
U , one can dene an automorphism on Hn(G;U ), as in [12, Proposition 2.1.8], that
we denote by  too.
Denition 2.3. Let Q be an invertible A-bimodule with [Q] 2 Pic(A)G. A G-map on
Q is a map  : G ! AutZ(Q) such that g(aq) = g(a)g(q) and g(qa) = g(q)g(a),
for every g 2 G, q 2 Q and a 2 A.
A G-map which is a group homomorphism is called a G-homomorphism.
Our rst result characterizes Pic(A)G in terms of G-maps.
Proposition 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent for a unitary invertible A-
bimodule Q:
1. [Q] 2 Pic(A)G.
2. There is a G-map  : G ! AutZ(Q).
Proof. (1) implies (2). Assume that [Q] 2 Pic(A)G. Let g 2 G. Then [gQ] = [Tg−1 (Q)]
= [Tg−1 ][Q] = [Q][Tg−1 ] = [Q⊗ Ag−1 ] = [Qg−1 ]. Thus, there exists an isomorphism of
bimodules (g) : Qg
−1 ! gQ. This implies that g(aq) = a  g(q) = g(a)g(q) and
g(qa) =g(q  g(a)) = g(q)g(a).
(2) implies (1). Assume that the map  : G ! AutZ(Q) satises condition (2). It is
not dicult to see that this implies that for every g 2 G, g is an isomorphism of bi-
modules between Qg
−1
and gQ . Thus [Tg][Q] = [g
−1
Q] = [Qg] = [Q⊗A Ag] = [Q][Tg].
That is, [Q] 2 Pic(A)G.
Lemma 2.5. Let Q be an invertible A-bimodule such that [Q] 2 Pic(A)G, then Q
commutes with any g for every g 2 G. Therefore  : Pic(A)! Aut(C(A)) induces a
group homomorphism  : Pic(A)G ! Aut(H 2(G;U )).
Proof. Since [Q] 2 Pic(A)G there is a G-map,  : G ! AutZ(Q) by Proposition 2.4.
For every q 2 Q, a 2 C(A) and g 2 G
(Q  g)(a)q = qg(a) = g(−1g (q))g(a) = g(−1g (q)a)
= g(Q(a)−1g (q)) = (g  Q)(a)g(−1g (q)) = (g  Q)(a)q:
Therefore Q  g = g  Q.
Theorem 2.6. There is a map  =  : Pic(A)G ! H 2(G;U(C(A))) such that
1. (xy) = (x)x((y)) for every x; y 2 Pic(A)G. In particular, the restriction of
 to Pic(A)G \ PicC(A)(A) is a group homomorphism.
2. Ker  = f[Q] : there is a G-homomorphism  : G ! AutZ(Q)g:
Proof. Set U = U(C(A)), H 2 = H 2(G;U ), Z2 = Z2(G;U ) and B2 = B2(G;U ).
We x an invertible A-bimodule Q such that [Q] 2 Pic(A)G and  a G-map on Q.
If f 2 End(AA) and q 2 Q, then g(fq) = g(f)g(q) and g(qf) = g(q)g(f) or
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equivalently
g  lQ(fg) = lQ(f)  g and g  rQ(f0g) = rQ(f)  g: (2.7)
Indeed, let a 2 A so that q = aq, then g(a)g(q) = g(q). Thus g(fq) = g(f(a)q) =
g(f(a))g(q) = g(f)g(q).
Therefore, for every g; h 2 G, −1gh gh 2 Aut(AQA), and hence there exists a unique
Q (g; h) 2 U such that −1gh gh =lQ(Q (g; h)). But the map  =Q : G2 ! U is a
2-cocycle. Indeed, if g; h; k 2 G, then by (2.7) and the denition of 
ghk lQ((gh; k)(g; h)k) = ghk lQ((g; h)k)
= ghlQ((g; h))k
= ghk
= ghk lQ((h; k))
= ghk lQ((g; hk)(h; k)):
Thus, (gh; k)(g; h)k = (g; hk)(h; k).
Then we dene the map  : Pic(A)G ! H 2 by ([Q]) = Q B2. We have to check
that this denition does not depend on the choice of Q or . In other words, we are
going to prove that given Q;Q0 two invertible A-bimodules such that [Q] = [Q0] 2
Pic(A)G and  : G ! Aut(ZQ) and 0 : G ! Aut(ZQ0) two G-maps, Q B2 = Q
0
0 B
2.
Assume rst that Q = Q0. For every g 2 G, −1g  0g 2 Aut(AQA) and hence there exists
a map u : G ! U, such that 0g = glQ(u(g)). Then
0−1gh 
0
g
0
h = (ghlQ(u(gh)))
−1glQ(u(g))hlQ(u(h))
= −1gh gh(lQ(u(gh)
−1)lQ(u(g))hlQ(u(h))
= gh−1ghlQ(u(gh)−1u(g)hu(h)):
Thus Q0(g; h) = 
Q
 (g; h)@(u), where @ is the boundary map @ : H 1 ! B2. This proves
that Q0B
2 = Q B2.
Consider now the general case and let  : Q ! Q0 be an isomorphism of A-
bimodules. Then the map 1 : G ! AutZ(Q0), given by g 7! 1g = g−1 is a
G-map. By the previous paragraph Q
0
1 B
2 = Q
0
0 B
2. Therefore, one may assume that
0 = 1 and hence g = 0g for every g 2 G and lQ0(a) = lQ(a) (since  is
an isomorphism of bimodules). Thus, for every g; h 2 G we have lQ0(Q
0
0 (g; h)) =
0−1gh 
0
g
0
h = 
−1
gh gh = lQ(
Q
 (g; h)) = lQ0(
Q
 (g; h)), and hence, 
Q
 = 
Q0
0 .
Now we check that  satises conditions (1) and (2):
(1) Let x = [Q]; y = [Q0] and  (resp. 0) a G-map on Q (resp. Q0). Then 00 = ⊗0
is a G-map on Q ⊗A Q0 and for every q 2 Q and q0 2 Q0
Q⊗Q
0
00 (g; h)(q⊗ q0) = (00gh)−100g 00h (q⊗ q0)
= −1gh gh(q)⊗ 0−1gh 0g0h(q0)
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= Q (g; h)q⊗ Q
0
0 (g; h)q
0
= Q (g; h)q
Q0
0 (g; h)⊗ q0
= Q (g; h)Q(
Q0
0 (g; h))q⊗ q0 by (2.2)
= Q (g; h)x(
Q0
0 )(g; h)(q⊗ q0)
= (Q x(
Q0
0 ))(g; h)(q⊗ q0):
Thus (xy) = Q⊗Q
0
00 B
2 = (Q x(
Q0
0 ))B
2 = (x)x((y)).
(2) Let  : G ! AutZ(Q) be a G-homomorphism. Then l(Q (g; h)) = −1gh gh = 1
for every g; h 2 G and hence [Q] 2 Ker .
Conversely, assume that [Q] 2 Ker  and let  : G ! AutZ(Q) be a G-map. By
assumption there is a map u : G ! U such that Q (g; h) = u(gh)−1u(g)hu(h) for every
g; h 2 G. Set 0g = glQ(u(g)−1). Then
0gh = ghlQ(u(gh)
−1)
= ghlQ(Q (g; h)
−1u(gh)−1))
= ghlQ((u(g)−1)hu(h)−1))
= glQ(u(g)−1)hlQ(u(h)−1)) by (2.7)
= 0g
0
h:
This nishes the proof.
Note that we have used the notation Ker  to denote fx 2 Pic(A)G :(x)= 1g,
even if  is not a group homomorphism. By using (1) of Theorem 2.6, one can eas-
ily prove that Ker  is a subgroup of Pic(A)G. Through the remainder of the paper,
we use standard notation related to the notion of group homomorphism (such as \ex-
act sequence"), associated to the map  even though  is not necessarily a group
homomorphism.
The skew group ring induced by the action  of G on A will be denoted by AG.
Assume now that Q is an invertible A-bimodule, so that [Q] 2 Ker .
Given a G-homomorphism  : G ! AutZ(Q), Q() will denote Q endowed with the
following structure of left and right AG-module (ag)q = ag(q) and q(ag) = g−1 (qa)
(Note that Q() is not necessarily an AG-bimodule.)
Let Q and Q0 be invertible A-bimodules and  :G ! AutZ(Q) and 0 :G!AutZ(Q0)
G-homomorphisms. We write Q() ’ Q(0) if there is an isomorphism of left and right
AG-modules Q() ! Q0(0). It is clear that f : Q() ! Q0(0) is an isomorphism of
left and right AG-modules if and only if f is an isomorphism of A-bimodules and the
following diagram is commutative for every g 2 G:
Q
f−−−! Q0
g
??y
??y 0g
Q
f−−−! Q0
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We denote by [Q; ] the set of all pairs (Q0; 0), such that Q0 is an invertible A-
bimodule, 0 is a G-homomorphism on Q0 and Q() ’ Q0(0). Then we set
G-Pic(A) = f[Q; ] : [Q] 2 Ker  and  is a G-homomorphism on Qg
which is a group with the following product
[Q; ][Q0; 0] = [Q ⊗A Q0; ⊗ 0]:
The identity of G-Pic(A) is [A; ].
Then the map F =F :G-Pic(A)!Pic(A)G (F from \forgetful"), given by F([Q; ]) =
[Q], is a group homomorphism whose image is Ker .
Theorem 2.8. Let  : G ! Aut(A) be an action of a group G on a ring with local
units A. Then there is an exact sequence
1! H 1(G;U(C(A)) ’!G-Pic(A) F! Pic(A)G ! H 2(G;U(C(A))):
Proof. We have only to dene ’ and see that the sequence is exact. Set U =U(C(A)),
Zn = Zn(G;U ), Bn = Bn(G;U ), Hn = Hn(G;U ) and F = F.
Given u 2 Z1(G;U ) we dene u : G ! AutZ(A) by ug(a) = g(u(g)a). Since u(g)
is a A-bimodule map, ug(ab) = g(a)
u
g(b) = 
u
g(a)g(b). Furthermore,
ugh(a) = gh(u(gh)a) = gh(h−1 (u(g))u(h)a) = g(u(g)h(u(h)a)) = (
u
g
u
h)(a):
Therefore [A; u] 2 G-Pic(A). Furthermore, the map u 7! [Q; u] is a group homo-
morphism, Z1!G-Pic(A). Indeed, if u; v 2 Z1 then the canonical isomorphism M :
A ⊗A A ! A is an isomorphism of left and right AG-modules (A ⊗A A)(u ⊗ v) !
A(uv).
Assume that u 2 B1. Let w 2 U such that u(g) = wgw−1, for every g 2 G.
Then w : A ! A is a an isomorphism of A-bimodules and the following diagram is
commutative for every g 2 G:
A w−! A
g
??y
??y ug
A w−! A
(2.9)
Therefore, the map ’ = ’ : H 1 ! G-Pic(A) given by ’(uB1) = [A; u] is a group
homomorphism.
Next we show that ’ is injective, Assume that uB1 2 Ker ’. This implies that
there exists an isomorphism of A-bimodules w : A ! A which makes Diagram 2.9
commutative for every g 2 G. Then w 2 U and g(u(g)a) = ug(a) = (wgw−1)(a) =
g(wgw−1a), for every g 2 G and a 2 A. Thus u(g) = wgw−1, for every g 2 G.
Since obviously Im ’Ker F , it only remains to show that Ker F = Im ’. Let
[Q; ] 2 Ker F . Then there exists an isomorphism of A-bimodules f : Q ! A. For
every g 2 G, let 0g : A ! A be given by 0g = fgf−1. Then 0 is a G-homomorphism
and [Q; ] = [A; 0]. Therefore, one can assume that Q = A.
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Then  is a G-homomorphism of A and hence u(g) = g−1g 2 U , for every g 2 G.
Then
u(gh)a = (h−1g−1gh)(a)
= (h−1g−1gh)(a)
= h−1 ((g−1g)(h(a))
= h−1 (g−1g)(h−1h)(a)
= (u(g)hu(h))a
for every g; h 2 G and a 2 A. Therefore, u 2 Z1 and  = u. This nishes the proof.
Remark 2.10. Note that the sequence of Theorem 2.8 has a avour similar to the rst
four terms of the six term exact sequence in [5], relating the relative Brauer group
B(S=R), PicR(R), PicS(S) and Hn(G;U(S)) (i = 1; 2), where R and S are commutative
rings and S is a Galois extension of R with Galois group G.
3. Graded rings
From now on, as in the introduction, G will denote a group with identity e, R will be
a G-graded ring with identity denoted by 1 and R-gr will denote the category of graded
left R-modules with morphisms the grade-preserving R-module homomorphisms. Given
M 2 R-gr, m 2 M and g 2 G, the homogeneous component of degree g of m (resp.
M) will be denoted by mg (resp. Mg).
Let M be a graded R-bimodule (i.e. M is an R-bimodule and has a grading which
makes it both a left and right graded module). We dene M#PG as the set of formal
sums
P
g2G m(g)#pg, with m(g) 2 M for all g 2 G and m(g) = 0 for almost all g 2 G.
M#PG is an abelian group with the following sum
0
@X
g2G
m(g)#pg
1
A+
0
@X
g2G
n(g)#pg
1
A =
X
g2G
(m(g) + n(g))#pg:
In particular, if M = R one gets the smash product R#PG dened in [3] which is a
ring with multiplication given by the formula
(r#pg)(s#ph) = rsgh−1#ph:
Further, M#PG is an R#PG-bimodule with the products
(r#pg)(m#ph) = rmgh−1#ph; (m#ph)(r#pg) = mrhg−1#pg:
Any g 2 G denes an automorphism on R#PG by the formula g(r#ph) = r#phg−1 .
The map  : G ! Aut(R#PG) (g 7! g) is a group monomorphism. For the rest of
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the paper we will refer to this action of G on R#PG and will keep in mind the results
from Section 2, applied to this action.
For every nite subset F of G, pF denotes
P
g2F pg. It is well known that R#PG
is a ring with local units fpF :F a nite subset of Gg and R-gr is isomorphic to
the category R#PG-Mod of unital left R#PG-modules [3]. We will identify graded
left R-modules with left R#PG-modules without explicit mention. Similarly we iden-
tify graded right R-modules with right R#PG-modules and bigraded R-bimodules with
R#PG-bimodules [11]. Accordingly, Pic(R-gr) is identied with Pic(R#PG).
Given g 2 G, the gth suspension is the functor Tg :R-gr!R-gr given by Tg(M)=M
(M 2 R-gr ) as a left R-module and the grading Tg(M)h = Mhg; on objects; and that
acts as the identity on homomorphisms. It is obvious that Tg = Tg , and hence, [Tg] =
[g
−1
R#PG] = [(R#PG)g].
An equivalence of categories F : R-gr ! R-gr is said to be graded if FTg = TgF ,
for every g 2 G. Let gr-Pic(R#PG) = f[F] : F is a graded equivalenceg. Clearly,
gr-Pic(R#PG)Pic(R#PG)G.
A graded R-bimodule Q is said to be invertible if there exists another graded R-
bimodule Q0, such that Q ⊗R Q0 and Q0 ⊗R Q are graded isomorphic to R (where the
grading in Q ⊗ Q0 is giving by (Q ⊗R Q0)g = f
Pn
i=1 qi ⊗ q0i : n 2 N; qi 2 Qh; q0i 2
Q0k ; hk = gg). If P is an invertible graded R-bimodule, then [P] denotes the class of
invertible graded R-bimodules which are graded isomorphic to P. We set Picgr(R) =
f[Q] : Q is a graded invertible R-bimoduleg which is a group with the multiplication
given by [Q][Q1] = [Q⊗R Q1]. If Q is an invertible graded R-bimodule, then Q#PG is
an invertible R#PG-bimodule, and the map −#PG : Picgr(R)! Pic(R#PG)G, given by
[Q] 7! [Q#PG] is a group homomorphism whose image is gr-Pic(R#PG) [6, 9].
The rst theorem of this section shows that gr-Pic(R#PG) = Ker . Then we show
that there exists an exact sequence
1!H 1(G;U(C(R#PG))) ’−! Picgr(R)−#PG−! Pic(R#PG)G −!H 2(G;U(C(R#PG))):
We start by identifying G-maps in invertible R#PG-modules.
Proposition 3.1. Let Q be an invertible R#PG-bimodule. A map  : G ! AutZ(Q)
is a G-map (with respect to the natural action  of G on R#PG) if and only if
Im Aut(RQR) and g(hQk) hg−1Qgk for all g; h; k 2 G. Thus [Q] 2 Pic(R#PG)G
if and only if there is a map  : G ! Aut(RQR) such that g(hQk) hg−1Qgk for all
g; h; k 2 G.
Proof. Assume rst that  is a G-map. Then
g(hQk) = g(phQpk−1 ) g(ph)g(Q)g(pk−1 ) = phg−1Qpk−1g−1 = hg−1Qgk
for every g; h; k 2 G. Also, for g 2 G, r 2 R, q 2 hQk , g(rq) = g(r#ph)g(q) =
rg(q); and similarly g(qr) = g(q)r: The converse follows by reversing the argument.
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Now we can prove that gr-Pic(R#PG) = Ker .
Theorem 3.2. Let F : R-gr ! R-gr be an equivalence and Q an invertible R#PG-
bimodule such that F = Q ⊗R#PG −. Then the following are equivalent.
1. Q = M#PG as R#PG-bimodules where M is an invertible graded R-bimodule (i.e.
[Q] 2 Im (−#PG)).
2. F is isomorphic to a graded equivalence (i.e. [F] 2 gr-Pic(R#PG)).
3. For every g 2 G, there is a natural isomorphism g : F  Tg ! Tg  F , such that
for all M 2 R-gr, g; h 2 G, the following diagram commutes:
4. For every g 2 G, there is an isomorphism of graded left R-modules, g : Qg =
Qpg−1 ! Tg(Qe) such that for all h 2 G; r 2 Rh, the following diagram commutes:
where Qr denotes right multiplication by r.
5. There is a group homomorphism  : G ! Aut(RQR) such that (g)(hQk)hg−1 Qgk
for all g; h; k 2 G. (In other words, Q admits a G-homomorphism.)
6. [Q] 2 Ker .
Proof. The equivalence between (5) and (6) follows from Theorem 2.6. The implica-
tion (1) implies (2) follows from [11, Lemma 8].
(2) implies (3). Let ’ : F ! H be a natural isomorphism, with H : R-gr! R-gr a
graded equivalence. For every M 2 R-gr, let gM be
Tg(’−1M )  ’Tg(M) : F  Tg(M)! Tg  F(M):
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Let us show that fg : g 2 Gg is the required set of natural isomorphisms. First we
show that g is a natural transformation. Given f 2 HomR-gr(M;N ), we have
(Tg  F)(f)  gM = Tg(F(f)  ’−1M )  ’Tg(M)
= Tg(’−1N  H (f))  ’Tg(M) since ’−1 is natural
= Tg(’−1N )  (H  Tg)(f)  ’Tg(M) since H is graded
= Tg(’−1N )  ’Tg(N )  (F  Tg)(f) since ’ is natural
= gN  (F  Tg)(f):
Also the diagram in the statement commutes since
Tg(hM )  gTh(M) = Tg(Th(’−1M )  ’Th(M) )  Tg(’−1Th(M) )  ’Tg(ThM)
= Tgh(’−1M )  ’Tgh(M) = ghM :
(3) implies (4). Let  : F ! Q⊗R#PG − be a natural isomorphism. For every g 2 G,
the map
g : Q ⊗R#PG Tg(R)! Qg
q⊗ r 7! (qr)g
is an isomorphism of graded left R-modules and it is not dicult to see that
Qr  g = gh  (1⊗ r); (3.3)
where r denotes right multiplication by r 2 Rh as a graded homomorphism from Tg(R)
to Tgh(R).
For every g 2 G let
g = Tg(e  R)  gR  −1Tg(R)  (g)−1:
Let g; h 2 G and r 2 Rh. Then
Tg(h)  Tg(Qr )  g
= Tg(Th(e  R)  hR  −1Th(R)  (h)−1  Qr  e  R)  
g
R  −1Tg(R)  (g)−1
= Tg(Th(e  R)  hR  −1Th(R)  (1⊗ r)  R)  
g
R  −1Tg(R)  (g)−1 by (3.3)
= Tg(Th(e  R)  hR  F(r))  gR  −1Tg(R)  (g)−1 naturality of 
= Tg(Th(e  R)  hR)  gTh(R)  (F  Tg)(r)  −1Tg(R)  (g)−1 naturality of g
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= Tgh(e  R)  ghR  (F  Tg)(r)  −1Tg(R)  (g)−1 by 3.2(3)
= Tgh(e  R)  ghR  −1Tgh(R)  (1⊗ r)  (g)−1 naturality of −1
= Tgh(e  R)  ghR  −1Tgh(R)  (gh)−1  Qr by (3.3)
= gh  Qr
and we have nished.
(4) implies (5). For every g 2 G we dene g : Q ! Q as follows. If q 2 Qy then
dene g(q) = ((gy)−1  y)(q) and extend g by linearity. Note that if q 2 xQy, then
y(q) 2 Ty(Qe)x = xyQe = Tgy(Qe)xg−1 and hence g(q) 2 xg−1Qgy.
If g; h 2 G and q 2 Qy then (h)(q) 2 Qhy and hence
gh(q) = ((ghy)−1  hy)(((hy)−1  y)(q)) = ((ghy)−1  y)(q)) = gh(q):
Thus  is a group homomorphism.
Clearly, g 2 Aut(RQ). Let r 2 Rh and q 2 Qy. Then
gyh((g)(qr)) = (yh  Qr )(q) = (Ty(h)  Ty(Qr )  y)(q) by 3.2(4)
= (Tgy(h)  Tgy(Qr )  gy)(g(q))
= (gyh  Qr )(g(q)) by 3.2(4)
= gyh(g(q)r):
Thus g is an automorphism of R-R-bimodules.
(5) implies (1). Let M be the graded right R-module eQ. The left R-module structure
on M is dened using . For m 2 Mg and rt 2 Rt; dene
rt  m = t(rtm) = rtt(m);
where rtm 2 tQg indicates the left R-module structure on Q, and t(rtm) 2 eQtg = Mtg:
We show that this is a left module structure. For m 2 Mg =e Qg,
sh  (rt  m) = sh  t(rtm)
= h[sht(rtm)]
= ht(shrtm) since t is a left R-module map
= ht(shrtm) since  is a group homomorphism
= (shst)  m:
Thus M is a graded left R-module and a graded right R-module. Also M is an R-
bimodule since for m 2 Mg, sh  (mgrt) = h(shmgrt) = h(shmg)rt since h is a right
R-module map.
Finally, we show that Q = M#PG as R#PG-bimodules.
Let 
 : M#PG ! Q be dened by

(mg#ph) = −1gh (mg) 2 ghQh−1 :
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Clearly, 
 is a bijection. Also 
 preserves the left and right R#PG-module structures,
since

((rt#pg)(m#ph)) = 
(rt  mgh−1#ph) = −1tg (rt  mgh−1 )
= −1tg t(rtmgh−1 ) = 
−1
g (rtmgh−1 )
= rt−1g (mgh−1 ) = (rt#pg)
(m#ph)
and

((mg#ph)(rt#pt−1h)) = 
(mgrt#pt−1h) = 
−1
gh (mgrt)
= −1gh (mg)rt = (
(mg#ph))(rt#pt−1h)
and now we are done.
For every [M ]; [N ] 2 Picgr(R) the map f : (M#PG)⊗R#PG (N#PG)! (M ⊗R N )#PG,
given by f((m#pg) ⊗ (n#ph)) = mngh−1#ph is an isomorphism of R#PG-bimodules,
whose inverse is given by f−1((m ⊗ n)#pg) =
P
nx 6=0(m#pxg) ⊗ (n#pg). Then we
leave to the reader the straightforward verication that, for every g 2 G, the following
diagram is commutative:
(M#PG)⊗ (N#PG)
f−−−−−! (M ⊗R N )#PG
Mg ⊗Ng
?????y
?????y
M⊗Ng
(M#PG)⊗ (N#PG)
f−−−−−! (M ⊗R N )#PG
Thus the map  : Picgr(R)! G-Pic(R#PG) given by ([M ]) = [M#PG; M ], where
Mg (m#ph) = m#phg−1 , for every g; h 2 G and m 2 M , is a group homomorphism.
Moreover,  is an isomorphism. Indeed, the map [Q; ] 7! [Qpe] is the inverse of ,
where M = Qpe is endowed with a structure of graded R-bimodule as in the proof of
(5) implies (1) of Theorem 3.2. Finally, it is easy to see that the following diagram
commutes:
Now from Theorem 2.8 and the preceding discussion we obtain the following theo-
rem. (Remember that  is not necessarily a group homomorphism.)
Theorem 3.4. For every G-graded ring R there is an exact sequence
1! H 1(G;U(C(R#PG)) ! Picgr(R) −#PG! Pic(R#PG)G ! H 2(G;U(C(R#PG))):
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Now we specialize Theorem 3.4 to the case when R is strongly graded or a skew
group ring. Suppose R is a strongly graded ring. For every g 2 G, Rg is an invertible
Re-bimodule and the map Comp : G ! Pic(Re), given by Comp(g) = [Rg] is a group
homomorphism. Then we have an action of G on Z(Re) given by  = Re  Comp :
G ! Aut(Z(Re)) (see Eq.(2.2) for the denition of Re) and also the standard action
of G on R#PG dened at the beginning of Section 3. This yields cohomology groups:
Hn(G;U(Z(Re))) and Hn(G;U(C(R#PG))).
The map C :C(R#PG) ! Z(Re) dened by f(pe)=C(f)#pe is a ring homo-
morphism for all G-graded rings and a standard argument for strongly graded rings
shows that if R is strongly graded, C is an isomorphism. Also gC = Cg, for ev-
ery g 2 G. Therefore, C induces group isomorphisms Cn : Hn(G;U(C(R#PG))) ’
Hn(G;U(Z(Re))).
Furthermore, it is well known that there is an equivalence of categories E : R-gr!
Re-Mod, given by E(M) = Me and E(f) = f jMe : Me ! Ne, for every M; N 2 R-gr
and f 2 HomR-gr(M;N ). Therefore there is a group isomorphism  : Pic(R#PG) !
Pic(Re), given by ([F]) = [EFE−1]. Moreover, ([Tg]) = [Rg] for every g 2 G
and hence  restricts to a group isomorphism 1 : Pic(R#PG)G ! Pic(Re)G, where
Pic(Re)G denotes the centralizer of f[Rg]: g 2 Gg in Pic(Re).
Thus we obtain the following proposition as a direct application of Theorem 3.4.
Proposition 3.5. For every strongly graded ring R, there is an exact sequence:
1! H 1(G;U(Z(Re)))! Picgr(R) −! Pic(Re)G ! H 2(G;U(Z(Re)))
where the cohomology groups are dened by the action  of G on Z(Re) described
above.
Now we assume that R is a skew group ring SG, so there are two G-actions, one
on S and the standard one on the smash product R#PG. Each produces a four term
exact sequence as in Theorem 2.8. We nish this section by comparing these two
sequences.
Let  : G ! Aut(S) be an action of a group G on a unital ring S and let R be the
skew group ring SG with respect to this action. Then we have two G-actions, one on
S and another on R#PG which give rise to two exact sequences
1! H 1(G;U(C(R#PG)) ’! Picgr(R) −#PG−! Pic(R#PG)G ! H 2(G;U(C(R#PG));
1! H 1(G;U(Z(S)) ’! G-Pic(S) F! Pic(S)G ! H 2(G;U(Z(S)):
But as we have just seen, there are group isomorphisms 1 : Pic(R#PG)G ! Pic(S)G
and Cn : Hn(G;U(C(R#PG)))! Hn(G;U(Z(Re))). The proof of the following propo-
sition is left to the reader:
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Proposition 3.6. The following diagram is commutative with exact rows and vertical
isomorphisms:
1! H 1(G;U(C(R#PG))
C1#
’! Picgr(R)
(−)e#
−#PG−! Pic(R#PG)G
1#
! H 2(G;U(C(R#PG))
#C2
1! H 1(G;U(Z(S)) ’! G-Pic(S) F! Pic(S)G ! H 2(G;U(Z(S))
where (−)e is the map which associates [Me] to any [M ] 2 Picgr(R).
4. Examples
In this last section we develop some examples, nishing with Example 4.8 which
proves one of the main results of this paper. First we develop criteria for when the
class [Tw] of a suspension functor Tw, w 2 G, belongs to Pic(R#PG)G or gr-Pic(R#PG)
and then specialize to the case where R is a skew group ring. Finally we give the main
example of this paper that shows that Pic(R#PG)G and gr-Pic(R#PG) are dierent in
general and therefore the map  from Theorem 2.8 or Theorem 3.4 need not be a
group homomorphism.
Fix an element w of G. We determine when [Tw] belongs to Pic(R#PG)G or
gr-Pic(R#PG).
Denition 4.1. 1. A map a : G2 ! U(R) is weakly w-graded if it satises the following
two conditions:
4.1.1. a(g; h) 2 Rhg−1wgw−1h−1 for all g; h 2 G.
4.1.2. xta(g; h) = a(g; th)xt for all g; h; t 2 G and xt 2 Rt .
2. A weakly w-graded map a is said to be w-graded if it satises the following con-
dition
4.1.3. a(gh; k) = a(g; kh−1)a(h; k) for all g; h; k 2 G.
Proposition 4.2. (1) [Tw] 2 Pic(R#PG)G if and only if R admits a weakly w-graded
map.
(2) The following are equivalent:
(a) [Tw] 2 gr-Pic(R#PG).
(b) R admits a w-graded map.
(c) There is a map u : G ! U(R) such that for all g; t 2 G and rt 2 Rt ,
u(g) 2 Rgwg−1w−1 and rtu(g) = u(tg)u(t)−1rt :
Proof. Given a map a : G2 ! R we dene a;w : G ! EndZ(R#PG) by a;wg (r#ph) =
ra(g; h)#phwg−1w−1 . Note that a is determined uniquely by a;w because a(g; h)
#phwg−1w−1 = a;wg (ph). Then Theorem 4.2(1) and the equivalence between (a) and
(b) of Theorem 4.2(2) follow if we prove that a map a : G2 ! R is weakly w-graded
(resp. w-graded) if and only if a;w is a G-map (resp. a G-homomorphism) for (R#PG)w.
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Set Q = (R#PG)w and  = a;w. Assume that a is a weakly w-graded map. Let
g; h; k 2 G, r 2 R and sk 2 Rk . It is clear that g is a homomorphism of left R-
modules. Furthermore, g is bijective because any a(g; h) is invertible. On the other
hand,
g(r#ph  sk) = g(rsk#pk−1h)
= rska(g; k−1h)#pk−1hwg−1w−1
= ra(g; h)sk#pk−1hwg−1w−1
= (ra(g; h)#phwg−1w−1 )sk
= g(r#ph)  sk :
Thus, g 2 Aut(RQR). Furthermore, hQk = Rhwk#pk−1w−1 and
g(hQk) = Rhwka(g; k−1w−1)#pk−1g−1w−1 Rhg−1wgk#p(gk)−1w−1 = hg−1Qgk :
Therefore,  is a G-map.
Assume now that a is w-graded and let g; h; k 2 G and r 2 R. Then
gh(r#pk) = ra(gh; k)#pkw(gh)−1w−1
= ra(g; kh−1)a(h; k)#pkwh−1g−1w−1 by 4.1.3
= ra(h; k)a(g; kwh−1w−1)#p(kwh−1w−1)wg−1w−1 by 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
= g(ra(h; k)#pkwh−1w−1 )
= gh(r#pk):
Conversely, assume that  is a G-map. Given g; h 2 G, ph 2 hQw−1h−1 and hence
a(g; h)#phwg−1w−1 = g(ph) 2 hg−1Qgw−1h−1 ; this implies that a(g; h) 2 Rhg−1wgw−1h−1 .
Let g; h; t 2 G and xt 2 Rt . Then
xta(g; h)#phwg−1w−1 = xtg(ph) = g(xt#ph) = g(pth  xt) = ’(g)(pth)xt
= (a(g; th)#pthwg−1w−1 )xt = a(g; th)xt#phwg−1w−1
and, hence xta(g; h) = a(g; th)xt . It only remains to prove that a(g; h) is invertible
for every g; h 2 G. If phwgw−1 = g(
P
x2G b(g; x)px) =
P
x2G b(g; x)a(g; x)pxwgw−1
one has b(g; h)a(g; h) = 1 and b(g; x)a(g; x) = 0 for all x 2 G − fhg. Thus b(g; h) 2
Rhwg−1w−1gh−1 and hence a(g; h)b(g; h) = b(g; h)a(g; hg−1wgw−1) = 1. This implies that
a(g; h) is invertible.
If  is a group homomorphism, then for every g; h; k 2 G
a(gh; k)#pkwh−1g−1w−1 = gh(pk) = g(h(pk)) = g(a(h; k)#pkwh−1w−1 )
= a(h; k)a(g; kwh−1w−1)pkwh−1g−1w−1
= a(g; kh−1)a(h; k)pkwh−1g−1w−1
and hence a is w-graded.
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(b) implies (c). Let u(g) = a(g−1; e) 2 U(R) \ Rgwg−1w−1 : Since
rtu(g) = rta(g−1; e) = a(g−1; t)rt ;
it only remains to show that a(g−1; t) = a((tg)−1; e)a(t−1; e)−1. But this follows from
4.1.3.
(c) implies (b). Set a(g; h) = u(gh−1)u(h)−1 (g; h 2 G). We leave the reader to
prove that if u satises the conditions of (c) then a is a w-graded map.
Corollary 4.3. Let W = fw 2 G : [Tw] 2 Pic(R#PG)Gg and let L = [G;W ] be the
subgroup of G generated by the elements g−1w−1gw, g 2 G, w 2 W . Then RL =L
l2L Rl is isomorphic to a twisted group ring (for the group L).
Proof. Note that RL is a twisted group ring if and only if for every x 2 L, there exists
u 2 U\Rx, such that ure = reu, for every re 2 Re. It is clear that it is enough to check
on the generators of L. Let g 2 G and w 2 W . By Proposition 4.2 there is a w-map
a. Then a(g; e) satises the required condition.
Example 4.4. We compute w-graded maps for some trivial cases.
1. If w 2 Z(G), the center of G, so that Tw is a graded equivalence, then a w-graded
map is given by a(g; h) = 1 for all g; h 2 G.
2. Assume now that [Tw] = [1]. By [4, Proposition 2.1.5] there exists a map r : G !
U(R) so that for all g; t 2 G and all xt 2 Rt : r(g) 2 Rgw−1g−1 and xtr(g) = r(tg)xt .
Then the map u : G ! U(R) can be given by u(g) = r(g)−1r(e) and the w-graded
map by a(g; h) = r(gh−1)−1r(h).
In case R = SG is a skew group ring, we give new descriptions of when [Tw]
belongs to Pic(R#PG)G or gr-Pic(R#PG).
Proposition 4.5. Let  : G ! Aut(S) be an action of a group G on a unital ring S
and R = SG the skew group ring with respect to this action. The following conditions
are equivalent for w 2 G:
1. [Tw] 2 Pic(R#PG)G,
2. [Sw] 2 Pic(S)G,
3. For every g 2 G; the automorphism w−1g−1wg on S is inner. In other words;
there is a map v : G ! U(S) such that for every a 2 S; ag−1w−1gw = v(g)−1av(g):
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is a consequence of the fact that ([Tx]) = [Sx],
for every x 2 G.
(2) implies (3). Assume that [Sw] 2 Pic(S)G. By Proposition 2.4 there exists a
G-map  : G ! Aut(Sw). For every g 2 G, let g(w) =u(g)w and let v(g) =
w−1g−1 (u(g)): Then for every g 2 G and a 2 S
gw(a)u(g)w = g(w(a))g(w)
= g(w(a)w)
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= g(wa)
= g(w)g(a)
= u(g)wg(a)
= u(g)wg(a)w:
Therefore u(g)wg(a) = gw(a)u(g) and hence ag
−1w−1gw = v(g)−1av(g).
(3) implies (2). Let v : G ! U(S) be a map as in (3). For every g 2 G let
g : Sw ! Sw be dened by g(aw) = g(a)gw(v(g))w. Then, for every a 2 S and
x = bw 2 Sw, g(ax) = g(a)g(x) and
g(xa) = g(bw(a)w) = g(b)gw(a)gw(v(g))w = g(b)gw(v(g))wg(a)w
= g(b)gw(v(g))wg(a) = g(x)g(a):
Therefore,  : G ! AutZ(Sw) is a G-map and hence [Sw] 2 Pic(S)G.
Lemma 4.6. Let  : G ! Aut(S); R = SG as above and w 2 G such that [Sw] 2
Pic(S)G. Let v : G ! U(S) be a map as in Proposition 4.5. Then ([Sw]) =
 B2(G;U(S)) where  (g; h) = w(v(g)hv(h)v(gh)−1); for every g; h 2 G.
Proof. Let  : G ! AutZ(Sw) be given by g(aw) = g(a)gw(v(g))w. By the proof
of Proposition 4.5,  is a G-map. Note that the inverse of g is given by −1g (aw) =
g−1 (a)w(v(g)−1) w (a 2 S): For g; h2G;
(gh)−1w−1ghw= h−1(g−1w−1gw)h(h−1w−1hw):
Thus for every x 2 R
v(gh)−1xv(gh) = x(gh)
−1w−1ghw = v(h)−1(v(g)−1xh
−1
v(g))hv(h)
= (v(g)hv(h))−1xv(g)hv(h)
and hence v(g)hv(h)v(gh)−1 2 U(S). Furthermore, for every a 2 S
−1gh gh(aw) = 
−1
gh (g(h(a)hw(v(h))w))
= −1gh (gh(a)ghw(v(h))gw(v(g))w)
= aw(v(h))h−1w(v(g))w(v(gh)
−1)w
= aw(v(h)w−1h−1w(v(g))v(gh)
−1)w
= aw(v(g)hv(h)v(gh)−1)w
= w(v(g)hv(h)v(gh)−1)aw
=  (g; h)aw:
Thus, ([Sw]) =  B2.
The following proposition then follows immediately.
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Proposition 4.7. Let S, G and R = SG as above and w 2 G. The following conditions
are equivalent:
1. [Tw] 2 gr-Pic(R#PG).
2. [Sw] 2 Ker .
3. There is a map v :G ! U(S) such that for every g; h2G and every a 2 S;
4.7.1 ag
−1w−1gw = v(g)−1av(g) and
4.7.2 v(gh) = v(g)hv(h).
For example, if R = SG is a skew group ring, then by Propositions 4.5 and 4.7,
[Tw] 2 Pic(R#PG)G (resp. [Tw] 2 gr-Pic(R#PG)) if and only if there exists a map
v : G ! U(S) satisfying conditions 4.7.1 (resp. conditions 4.7.1 and 4.7.2). Let a :
G2 ! U(R) be given by a(g; h) = hg−1wgw−1h−1h(v(g)−1). If v satises 4.7.1 then
a is a weakly w-graded map and if v satises 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 then a is w-graded.
Example 4.8. There is a skew group ring R = SG such that the map  : Pic(R#PG)G
! H 2(G;U(C(R#PG))) is not a group homomorphism and hence Pic(R#PG)G 6=
gr-Pic(R#PG).
Proof. By Proposition 3.6 it is enough to give an action  : G ! S on a unital ring
S, such that the map  =  from Theorem 2.8 is not a group homomorphism.
Let K = Q(; ) where  is primitive 3th root of unity and 3 = d 2 Q−Q()3 (for
example, let  be the real cube root of 3). Let G =Gal(K=Q) be the Galois group of
this extension. G = h; i ’ S3 where  and  are given by
 = ,  = ,  = 2 and  = 
Let 0; 0 2 Aut(K2) be given by (a; b)0 = (a; b) and (a; b)0 = (b; a). Let S be
the skew polynomial ring K2[X ; 0]. Let y be the inner automorphism of S given by
(; 2) and w the automorphism of S which acts as 0 on K2 and Xw = X . Note that
w is really an automorphism because
(X (a; b))w = X (b; a) = (b; a)
0
X = (b; a)X = (a; b)
0
X = ((a; b)
0
X )w:
The subgroup of Aut(S) generated by y and w is isomorphic to S3. Indeed, clearly,
w2 = 1. On the other hand, (; 2)3 = (d; d2) 2 Z(S) and hence y3 = 1. Finally, y acts
as the identity on K2 and hence wy = y2w, on K2. Furthermore,
Xwy = (; 2)−1X (; 2) = (; 2)−1(; 2)
0
X = (; 2)−1(; 22)X = (; 2)X
and
X y
2w = ((; 2)X (; 2)−1)w = ((; 2)((; 2)−1)
0
X )w
= ((; 2)(; (2))−1X )w = ((2; )X )w = (; 2)X:
Let G = hy; wiAut(S), the group of automorphisms of S generated by y and w.
Dene v : G ! U(S) by
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v(g) =
8><
>:
1 if g 2 hwi ;
(; 2) if g 2 hwiy;
(; 2)−1 if g 2 hwiy2:
Then xg
−1w−1gw = v(g)−1xv(g) for every g 2 G and every x 2 S. By Proposition
4.5 [Sw] 2 Pic(S)G. Let  (g; h) = v(g)hv(h)v(gh)−1. By Lemma 4.6, to show that
[Sw] =2 Ker (), it suces to show that ([Sw]) =2 B2. Since ([Sw]) = w( )B2, this
is equivalent to proving that  =2 B2. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a map
u : G ! U = U(Z(S)) such that  (g; h) = u(g)hu(h)u(gh)−1 for all g; h 2 G. Let
 = u(y). Then
1 =  (e; e) = u(1)
and
1 = v(y)y
2
v(y2)v(1)−1 =  (y; y2) = u(y)y
2
u(y2)u(1)−1 = u(y)u(y2):
Therefore, u(y2) = −1 and hence
(d; d2) = (; 2)3 = v(y)yv(y)v(y2)−1 =  (y; y) = u(y)yu(y)u(y2)−1 = 3:
By a simple argument on the degree of , from 3 = (d; d2) one deduces that  2 K2
and, if 1 is the rst component of , then 1 2 f; ; 2g. This yields a contradiction
because (; x); (; x); (2; x) =2 Z(S), for any x 2 K .
A slight modication of the previous argument shows that  is not a group homo-
morphism. Indeed, assume, that  is a group homomorphism. Since w has order 2,
then  2 2 B2. Let u : G ! U , such that  2(g; h) = u(g)hu(h)u(gh)−1. By similar com-
putations to those above, we obtain (d2; d4) = u(y)3. Since d 62 Q()3, then d4 62 Q()3
and this gives a contradiction.
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